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                                       Chords for Millencolin s  Yellow Dog 

Subject:  Yellow Dog
Band:      Millencolin
Album:    SKAUCH
Transcribed by  Philipp and  Lenny (Sundawn99@aol.com)

                                      Yellow Dog by  Millencolin
music: Mathias + Nikola                     
lyrics:  Nikola

This is a neat little song by Millencolin, a skatecore band from Sweden. It s
pretty easy, too. As usually it s damn fast and all power chords. Here you
go. All comments, questions and corrections are welcome.

Intro:  A5 - C5 - F5 - G5     (play twice)
Then a bunch of feedback with dead strings on G

Rhythm: A5 - C5 - F5 - G5     (2 times)

Verse:  A5 - C5 - F5 - G5
Lyrics:
Tell me where you need to go, Kick me if you move too slow,
Hear me listen with your mind, See me even if you re blind



CHORUS:  A5 - F5 - G5 - D5
Lyrics:
Will you walk with me right now? , Will you talk to me this time?
I can take away the fog ,  Waiting for my yellow dog

Verse2, Lyrics:
Tell me about the things you hide, Thrust me and I ll be by your side,
Don t lie to me or to yourself, Don t cry, Don t lay this on the shelf

Bridge:   F5 - E5 - D5 - F5 - G5 - D5 - F5 - E5 - D5
Lyrics:
I always try to make things right,  though it seems to be for nothing,
It s hard to accept the fact that you may not want me, think I ll keep on
treating you this way even  though it may not change you, well that s my only
chance

Interlude:  A5 - C5 - F5 - G5  (play twice)

Verse3: A5 - C5 - F5 - G5  
Lyrics:
Read my lips and listen if you can you try to be so damn cool, look inside
analyse 
--------------------------------------------> E (low)
yourself then you ll see you and me

END ON ------------------------>   A5

That s it. If you have any questions or corrections: E-mail us. We re two
young boys, who founded a hardcore-band long ago: ILL BRED greets the
Heidhausen HardCore Scene, especially: Geschwie(git), Tewes(dr),
ME(Philipp(git)), Dennis(bass), Ismael(voc) and ME(Lenny(ex(bg)-voc). If you
ever come to Essen in Germany, come to a concert.
LATER   Philipp and Lenny at SUNDAWN99@aol.com


